Adept Medical introduces the STARSystem. A combination of the STARBoard, STARSupport and STARTable to become a complete, clinically engineered solution for radial access procedures.

STARSystem provides unequalled patient comfort and ease of use for clinicians. Designed to work with any cardiac or radiology procedure table, the STARSystem is quick to install and adjust to variations in patient size. Set-up is achieved in seconds with no consumable components required.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Clinician design
- Scatter Shielding
- Fits all tables
- Quick set-up
- Easy positioning
- Carbon fibre
- Ergonomic surface
STARBOARD

The key function of the STARBoard is its ability to present the patient's wrist in the extended position whilst access is achieved, then simply return it to a more relaxed, medially-rotated position, with the arm at their side for the duration of the procedure. Adjustments can be made at any point during the procedure beneath the sterile drapes.

A simple support strap around the upper forearm eliminates the need for taping restless patients.

Crafted in carbon fibre for superior strength, radiolucency and durability, the STARBoard is extremely lightweight and compact.

The unique, one-piece, “foldaway” design makes it easy for nursing staff to handle and takes up minimal storage space.

STARSUPPORT

STARSupport connects to the STARBoard after radial access is gained facilitating left arm procedures for superior patient comfort.

STARTABLE

The STARTable provides clinicians with an adjustable work surface and protection from scatter radiation. For a full report please visit www.adeptmedical.com/starsystem

With STARTable

Without STARTable

SPECIFICATIONS

| STARSystem Product code: AM0160C |
| STARBoard + STARSsupport Product code: AM0100D |
| STARTable Product code: AM0140C |

STARBoard weight: 0.8Kg
STARSsupport weight: 0.2Kg
STARTable weight: 2.3Kg